Asialo GM1 as an accessory molecule determining the function and reactivity of cytotoxic T lymphocytes.
The expression and function of asialo-GM1 (AsGM1) in alloreactive cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTL) was studied. We have shown previously that the cytotoxic reactions mediated by AsGM1+-cloned CTL were blocked by anti-AsGM1 or by purified AsGM1. To further determine the role of AsGM1 in CTL-mediated cytotoxicity, we examined the correlation between this blocking effect and the expression of AsGM1 on effector and target cells. Now we found that the blocking by anti-AsGM1 was largely dependent on the expression of AsGM1 on the effector cells in a dose-dependent fashion. The expression of AsGM1 on target cells had only little effect on the blocking of cytotoxic reactions by anti-AsGM1 or AsGM1. A threefold difference was seen in the blocking of AsGM1+ and AsGM1- targets. The observation was in sharp contrast to the effectors as no blocking was ever seen with AsGM1- CTL. Similar to CTL effectors, we found that the expression of AsGM1 and L3T4 were mutually excluded on mitogen-activated T cells, despite the fact that they could coexpress in resting T cells. The expression of AsGM1 on CTL effectors was associated with the antigen-nonspecific natural killer (NK)-like or lymphokine-activated killer (LAK)-like activity exerted by the alloreactive CTL. All AsGM1+ CTL possessed LAK activity against antigen-unrelated tumor targets, and the AsGM1- CTL only displayed antigen-specific alloreactivity. The LAK activity was associated with the expression of AsGM1 on effectors, and was not related to the AsGM1 expression on target cells. These findings indicate that the AsGM1 expressed on alloreactive CTL may function as an accessory molecule for T-cell receptors in the antigen-specific alloreactive cytotoxicity mediated by AsGM1+ CTL. The expression of AsGM1 may also be related to the activation of an NK-like apparatus in these CTL. Therefore, AsGM1 not only may be involved in cytotoxic reactions mediated by AsGM1+ CTL, it may also modulate the specificity of the CTL cytotoxicity.